Study Abroad – Asia

Why Asia??

• Experience a new and very different culture.
• Open up future job opportunities in Asia and benefit from its growing economy.
• Make international connections and networks for the future.
• Study at a high quality, prestigious university.
• Explore the nearby countries of China, Japan, Korea, Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam, Cambodia.
• An affordable study abroad experience ££
Study Abroad Asia- Gain a language skill

• All modules are taught in English

• Taiwan is a great place to study the traditional Chinese characters in a modern Mandarin speaking society.

• You can study Mandarin beginner’s level at our mainland Chinese universities, both of our Taiwanese universities and all of the universities in Hong Kong

• You can also study the following languages from beginners level if you study in the relevant country.

Korean, Japanese, Thai, Malay

你好

KO N NI CHI WA

こんにちは

HELLO
Study Abroad – Mainland China

- **Beijing Normal University, Beijing:**
  - Suitable for: Business, Sociology, Development Studies, Politics, Education, Economics, Ecology, Conservation and Environment, Biology, Law

- **The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen Campus**
Study Abroad - Taiwan

- **National Taiwan University, Taipei**
  Suitable for: Geography, Anthropology, International Relations, Politics, English Literature, Drama Studies, Journalism, Business, Economics, Law

- **National Chengchi University, Taipei**
  Suitable for: Business & Management, Economics, International Relations

- **ACCOMMODATION COSTS IN TAIWAN**: From £103 to £273 per month
Alisha (Law LLB) studied at National Taiwan University for the academic year 2013-2014.

“In just 9 months I found a second home and a second family”
“Watching the sunset with good friends is an unforgettable experience”
Elvire studied International Relations at National Taiwan University, Taipei

“Three exchange students admiring the majestic sunset views over Taipei and its national symbol” Elvire Francois (BA International Relations 2012-2013)
Sussex Abroad – Hong Kong

The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Suitable for: International Relations and Politics, International Development, Anthropology, Sociology, English Language/Literature, Media, Journalism, Business, Criminology, Psychology, Social Work

The University of Hong Kong
Suitable for: English Lit & Lang, History, Music, Philosophy, Business, Economics, Engineering, Chemistry, Maths, Physics, Geography, Psychology, Sociology, Social Work, Law, Childhood and Youth, Politics

Romi (BA Sociology) studied at CUHK.

“Hong Kong is the most amazing place I have ever been. I have fallen in love with it. The CUHK campus also has incredible facilities; the people there were so lovely. Always busy and always something to do, I never got bored in Hong Kong because I was always out exploring new things.”
Sussex Abroad – Hong Kong

• Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
  Suitable for: Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Business and Management, International Business, Economics, Accounting, Computer Science, Chemistry, Physics, Biology (Life Science), Environmental Science, Maths

• City University of Hong Kong
  Suitable for: International Relations and Politics, International Development, Anthropology, Sociology, English Language/Literature, Media, Journalism, Business, Criminology, Psychology, Social Work

ACCOMMODATION COSTS FOR HONG KONG: From £113 to £206 per month
Marie (BA International Relations and International Development) studied at City University Hong Kong

“...I definitively had one of the best years of my life! Hong Kong is a crazy city which has so much to offer and I also got the chance to travel in Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Japan and China! “
Study Abroad - Japan

- **Hokkaido University, Sapporo** (Great for winter sports such as skiing and snowboarding!)
  - Suitable for: Anthropology, Sociology, History, Development Studies, International Relations, Geography, Environment and Ecology, Politics, Engineering
- **Doshisha University, Kyoto** (Famous for it’s shrines and temples)
  - Suitable for: Philosophy, Sociology, Anthropology, Business, Finance, Marketing, Politics, International Relations
Study Abroad - Japan

- **Waseda University, Tokyo**
- Suitable for: Politics, International Relations, Sociology, Economics, History, Maths, Computer Science, Anthropology, Finance

- **Chuo University, Tokyo**
- Suitable for: Law, Anthropology, Sociology, International Relations, Politics, Business

- **International Christian University:**

- **Ben and Robyn (BA Geography and International Relations)**

**studied at ICU** “The city boasts many unique and wonderful characteristics; karaoke bars, an abundance of exciting foods, a skyline arguably more spectacular than anywhere else on the planet.”
Study Abroad - Japan

• **Yamanashi Gakuin University, Fuju Region** (near Mount Fuji)
• Suitable for: Music, Art History, English Literature, Drama and Film Studies, History, Philosophy, Politics, Sociology, Economics, Biology
• Take modules in: *Japanese Film and Theatre, Manga and Anime Studies, Noh Theatre, Calligraphy, Practicing Zen, Experiencing Shinto, Spiritual Dimensions and Traditions in Japanese Martial Arts, History of Technology in Japan*

• **ACCOMMODATION – JAPAN – APPROX £210 PER MONTH**
Study Abroad - Korea

- **Pusan National University**, Busan, South Korea
- Accommodation and meals - Approx £800 per semester (4 months)
Study Abroad - Korea

- **Korea University, Seoul**
- Suitable for: Business & Management, Economics, English Lit and Lang, History, Media, Sociology, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Computer Science, IR & Politics, International Development, Biology, Environment, Maths, Film, Journalism, Psychology

Mike (BA Politics & IR) studied at Korea University. “*International friends, a new language and a real respect for Asia! Make sure you try the deep fried crab*”
Study Abroad – Korea

• **Seoul National University, Seoul**
  Suitable for: History, English Literature, International Relations, Business, Geography, Sociology, Life Sciences, Mechanical/Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering

• **Ewha Business School, Seoul**
  Suitable for: Business, Finance, Marketing, Human Resources, Economics

• **ACCOMMODATION COSTS IN KOREA:** From £78 to £203 per month
Study Abroad - Malaysia

- **Monash Malaysia** (Campus of Monash University, Melbourne, Australia)
- Suitable for Psychology, Journalism, International Relations, Politics, Media, Film, Accounting, Finance, Business, Economics, Mechanical and Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering, Computer Science, Law, Biomedical Science, Biology, Biochemistry, Biotechnology

Accommodation: From £175 per month.

Kayleigh studying at Monash right now (BSC Accounting and Finance) “This country is amazing. Every weekend I am able to go away for a few days to visit a new island, rainforest or even country!”
Study Abroad - Thailand

- Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand
- Suitable for: **Computer Engineering, Film Studies, English Literature and Language, Social Science (History, Sociology, International Development, Politics, International Relations, Anthropology) Maths, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Ecology and Environment, Media Studies, Media Practice, Business, Economics, Geography**

20 mins from the centre of Bangkok. Located in a Buddhist park.

- Accommodation costs from £118 to £121
Study Abroad – Singapore

- Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
- Suitable for: **Accountancy, Business, Media, Media Practice, Education, Computer/Electrical/Mechanical Engineering/English/History/Philosophy/Psychology/Sociology/Chemistry/Maths/Physics**

- Nanyang Technological University (NTU Singapore) is the fastest-rising university in the world’s top 50.
- Ranked 39th in the world and 1st among young elite universities
- Accommodation: from £232 per month
ANY QUESTIONS?